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ABSTRACT

In addition to in-class delivery of project management courses, many institutions have already started or are beginning to plan the delivery of these courses online. The challenge of offering a course online, especially courses with a heavy emphasis on student interaction and team projects, is well documented in the literature. Therefore, we propose a framework is needed to design and plan an online graduate Project Management course to overcome some of the problems and limitations of online delivery and to take advantage of opportunities online technology can provide. The purpose of this research is to identify components of a framework for online web delivery of a graduate Project Management course by investigating the issues and factors that should be considered in making an online Project Management course effective. The suggested components are based on the literature (which identifies some suggested best practices) and experience presenting an online project management course. Further, a survey was conducted to measure and compare student’s perceptions of online courses in general and project management online courses in particular to traditional in-class courses. Assessment of student work indicates little difference in educational outcomes and the survey results do indicate students had an overall positive experience with online courses. However completing team based projects successfully was somewhat more difficult in the online course.
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INTRODUCTION

The number of courses of all types being delivered online is substantially increasing every year along with the number of online degrees (Weisenberg and Hutton 1996; Zang and Nunamaker 2003). In 2006 over 3 million students in the United States had taken at least one online course (Allen 2006). There is an ongoing debate as to the criteria to be used to determine what courses are more suitable to be offered online as well as ownership and uses of intellectual property created as an online course is developed (Ellin, 2000).

The literature has presented extensively the challenges of offering online courses (Aggarwal and Bento 2000; Howard 2002; Piccoli 2001; Privateer 1999). A survey of the literature in 2006 produced one hundred and six studies on the subject of teaching courses online (Tallent-Runnel 2006) The advantages and disadvantages of offering online courses are debated and the quality of learning in an online environment has been questioned and has been researched (Murphy and Cifuentes 2001; Russell 2007).

More successful online courses appear to be content and material oriented (explicit knowledge) rather than skill and practice oriented (tacit knowledge). Courses emphasizing high levels of interaction and immediate feedback as a part of skill and knowledge transfer appear to be poor candidates for online presentation due to the asynchronous nature of traditional online courses which emphasize text as the communication method. However, there has been success with one on one skills training using video conferencing over the Internet (Campbell, 2004).

Project Management as a course in higher education, both at the undergraduate and graduate levels, is becoming a standard course offering for students in a range of disciplines including business. While the specific skills used will vary, there are a core set of skills and knowledge that is shared by most disciplines. This set of core skills and knowledge has been described by the Project Management Institute (PMI) as part of its continuing effort to create a professional project management community across the various disciplines and industries that use the role of project manager in their activities. The Standish Group issued The CHAOS Report in 1995 providing the results of a...
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The primary goal of an introductory project management course is to expose students to professional project management practices by providing a survey of the PMI knowledge areas along with exposure to leadership and soft management skills. The objectives in a project management course typically include not only teaching theory, terms, definitions and new concepts related to the subject but also the transfer of new technical skills in using and applying specialized software as well as managerial skills dealing with people (interpersonal communications theory, dialogue, critical thinking and analysis skills, leadership theory, organizational theory, and team building). Most survey project management courses emphasize the following: how to identify and define tasks using a project planning paradigm, how to use a particular project management software application to create a PERT or GANTT charts with the appropriate kinds of tasks and inter-task linkages, how to use the software application to update a project’s PERT or GANTT charts as the project progresses, how to read the resulting charts and analyze the charts to develop changed project plans, and how to develop “soft” managerial and leadership skills.

Most project managers have little legitimate power, relying on reward power, referent power, and expert power (Cobb, 1980) in order to manage a project to a successful conclusion (see also Lee, D., 1995 for similar requirements for IS professionals in general). The successful project manager has both explicit knowledge (Project Management Institute nine subject matter areas of the Project Management Body Of Knowledge), and tacit knowledge (the ability to apply the content of the nine areas as the situation demands through the ability to empathize with and have insight into people). Most project management course objectives and desired learning outcomes go beyond the traditional objective of the student learning “about” the subject, an objective many online web courses have addressed successfully (Leidner 1995). How to teach students the skills and behaviors needed to better communicate, manage, lead, and work with people and teams are significant issues that need to be addressed in order to be successful. These interpersonal skill objectives make offering an online project management course a challenge. Therefore, a framework is needed to design and plan an online graduate Project Management course to overcome some of the problems and limitations of online delivery and to take advantage of some of the opportunities online technology can provide.

Two of the important conclusions of the 2006 survey of the literature on teaching courses online (Tallent-Runnels 2006) were that courses designed and developed for in-class delivery were not necessarily suitable for the online environment and that a framework or model, based upon quality research, for online courses is needed.

The purpose of this research is to investigate the issues and factors that need to be considered in making an online Project Management course effective and identify components of a framework for online web delivery of a graduate Project Management course.

Potential Components of a Framework for Online Graduate Project Management Course

A framework for an online graduate project management course would have many similarities to a framework for any online course. Many of the activities involved in any online course such as tests on content, discussion groups, and submission of work products would be the same for a project management course. Since the course content involves softer knowledge such as leadership theory, fruitful discussion forums can be created around the various topic areas allowing students to post comments, short essays, and links to papers or articles on the web. The online platform allows for the creation of a learning community centered in the knowledge area of project management. In many ways an online course platform provides a useful learning area whether the course is online or a classroom course acting as a virtual “war room” in which the students and professor can interact.

Borich (2004) identified five classroom teaching strategies, namely direct instruction, indirect instruction, questioning strategies, self-directed learning, and cooperative learning. These strategies and how they can be adopted to online courses are shown in Table 1 (Horton 2000, Borich 2004). With the help of appropriate IT technology, these
classroom teaching strategies can also be used in an online teaching environment.
Table 1 - Teaching Strategies for online courses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How we learn...</th>
<th>Instructional Strategies</th>
<th>Online instructional tools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>We learn by listening.</td>
<td>Direct Instruction and Self-directed Instruction</td>
<td>Online audio clips, audio PowerPoint, online conferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We learn by seeing.</td>
<td>Direct instruction and Self-directed Instruction</td>
<td>PowerPoint Slides, online video clips, tutorials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We learn by asking.</td>
<td>Questioning Strategies and Cooperative Learning</td>
<td>Mentoring in Chat / E-mail / Threaded discussion among students, and between students and instructors and tutors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We learn by exploring, modeling, researching, and practicing.</td>
<td>Experiential Learning</td>
<td>Case study, simulations, computer-based activities, hands-on activities, reflection assignments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We learn by reading.</td>
<td>Direct Instruction</td>
<td>Instructor's lectures in notes, PowerPoint, Word or PDF document format; articles, web resources, textbook</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Palloff 1999) provides a number of good suggestions for managing an online course that will create a community of learners. A major point in the book is that interaction via the web is different from classroom interaction; it draws on different skills from both students and professor than the face to face of the classroom. An online course has a way of democratizing the class experience by emphasizing written communication skills as the primary vehicle of expression and by eliminating many social cues such as dress, physical appearance, and body language. An online course also introduces delay in the communication process, a delay between when something is posted, when it is read, and when a response is posted. The major form of establishing that a communication has been heard is to post a response and if the discussion groups are not being updated several times a day with postings from students and the professor there is a tendency for students to drop out of the conversation. The richness of face to face conversation has to be replaced with a rich version of a written conversation.

Coppola (2000) suggests that an important factor for effective online learning are "high-quality, highly motivated students" At the beginning of an online course, the students should complete a self assessment with an instrument such as the “Self Evaluation for Potential Online Students” published on the web by the Illinois Online Network: ([http://www.ion.uillinois.edu/resources/tutorials/pedagogy/selfEval.asp](http://www.ion.uillinois.edu/resources/tutorials/pedagogy/selfEval.asp))

This gives the student an opportunity to determine if online learning fits their circumstances, lifestyle, and educational needs. The questionnaire raises some basic issues to help the students decide if an online program is right for them. Such a survey also provides a professor with a self assessment as to whether the instructor is comfortable with the activities necessary to deliver an online course. Some example questions are:

- Are you comfortable with email, computers, and new technologies?
- Are you comfortable communicating in writing?
- Are you a self-motivated and self-disciplined person?

The first framework component to consider is the environment (Coppola, Hiltz, Rotter 2002). In the online environment the “same time same place” meeting and work environment of the classroom is replaced by either a “different time different place”, completely asynchronous, or a “same time different place”, synchronous environment using web based collaborative presentation software possibly including online video or audio conferencing. The preference of students and instructors on this issue are important and is included in the survey. Another approach is the combination of the two environments or hybrid which is also included in the survey.

One important issue is how effective is teaching a project management course in a completely “asynchronous” environment. Courses that are mainly focused on “content” (terms, definitions, concepts and theory) are usually more suitable for this “asynchronous” environment. However, if the objective is also interaction among students and between students and professor to develop good face to face interpersonal skills in communication, dialogue, leadership, management and project teamwork an “asynchronous” environment may not well support some of types of activities such as...
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presentations, meetings, interviews, and interrogation of team members as to work status. (Webster and Hackley, 1997) mention several issues with distance learning using television technologies that would appear to be issues for synchronized online classes using Internet technologies as well. Problems mentioned included a feeling of distance from the professor which reduced student attention.

In the proposed framework “Virtual” team-work is recommended to replace the group and team projects normally assigned in a traditional on-site project management class. Interactions between students and between students and the instructor are absolutely necessary in a traditional project management class and are no less essential, although more difficult to accomplish, in an online environment. Students should be given an opportunity in an online course to gain valuable experience working with a real virtual team solving realistic problems.

An important issue for the framework is how to package and deliver the course content. The content of a project management course can be partitioned into major topics along the lines of the Project Management Institute’s documentation of the Project Management Body of Knowledge. Each module can cover a major topic from the PMBOK with the various topics linked together with various activities into a cohesive whole. Additional modules can be created on more specific topics such as Function Point analysis, Earned Value, PERT/CPM, Gantt Charts, and financial return on investment analyses just to name a few. Project management software, such as MS Project, can be divided into several modules including an advanced module on how to best use this software.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND DESIGN

One of the authors of this paper taught an online project management course in the fall of 2007. This same course was taught in the spring of 2007 as a traditional in-class course. The instructor and students at this institution have been using the “WebCT VISTA” course management software for several years (see Appendix A for a brief description of this course management, web based software) and were therefore familiar with the product. The same course management software was used in both the traditional and the online project management courses.

The author was somewhat skeptical that a project management course could be effectively provided online. The authors assembled a survey instrument with the goal of answering several questions: (1) what are students’ opinions of online courses in general and do students find online courses to be an acceptable alternative to classroom courses, (2) what are students’ opinions as to the effectiveness of the chosen online environment, WebCT for delivering an online project management course., A third question was whether an online format was appropriate for learning the fundamentals of project management.

The student feedback was obtained from a survey of 15 graduate students (MBA, Master of Accounting, and Master of Technology) who took the online Project Management course in the fall of 2007. The survey contained eight open-ended questions that were related to the students’ perceptions and personal experiences with online courses. In addition, the survey contained seven questions using a five-point Likert scale from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (5) related to the students’ opinions on the effectiveness of online courses.

In addition to the survey that was administered, the researchers reviewed student performance between the two classes. Student performance was assessed similarly between the online presentation of the project management course in Fall of 2007 and the classroom presentation of the course in Spring of 2007. The same assessment tools were used in both classes and the workload in the two classes was comparable.

RESEARCH RESULTS

The overall grades and students’ ability to meet the learning objectives was about the same for the online and in-class courses. This indicates that the online project management course was as effective in educating students about project management as a classroom course since the same assessment tools were used in both classes and the workload was comparable.

The results from the survey are summarized in Tables 2 and 3. First the survey respondents had, on average, taken approximately two courses online, which provided them with some basis for an opinion on the subject.

Overall their experiences with online courses have been positive (average of 3.80) and they indicated they would continue to take online courses (average
of 4.00). The students seemed to have a slightly positive opinion (average of 3.40) as to whether online courses are as good as in-class courses. Another interesting fact is that the students seemed to believe that not all courses are suitable for online instruction (average of 2.50) and feel that only certain courses should be offered online (average of 3.87). They do feel that the graduate project course should be taught online (average of 3.73).

Table 2: The importance of online courses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Online courses are as good as traditional in-class courses.</td>
<td>3.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My experience with online courses has been very positive.</td>
<td>3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I will continue taking online courses.</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All courses should be offered online.</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only certain courses should be offered online.</td>
<td>3.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The graduate project management course should be offered online.</td>
<td>3.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The quality of an online course can vary by institution.</td>
<td>4.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results from the student survey related to the positive and negative factors of taking online courses are summarized in Table 3.

Table 3 Student opinions of positive and negative factors related to online courses

Positive Factors Related to Online Project Management Course
1. More time flexibility/convenience***
2. Not having to attend classes*
3. Geography not an issue/no commuting
4. Learn at own pace
5. Less time-consuming
6. Encourages the development of alternative communication channels
7. Can access class content from anywhere/anytime***
8. Enhances computer skills that are important in the workplace
9. Increases self-study skills
10. Can take more classes (solves schedule and conflict problems)
11. Work conflicts (such as travel) are less apt to occur.

Negative Factors Related to Online Project Management Course
1. Less effective class discussions**
2. Communication problems, more difficult to learn what is expected*
3. Team work issues (coordination, communication, cooperation)***
4. Tendency to procrastinate
5. Less ability to learn from others (less interaction)**
6. Problems with course management software (WebCT)
7. More difficult for teams to synergize
8. Less exposure to professor’s personal professional project management experience**
9. No formal lecture
10. Audio/Visual conferencing technology not very good
11. Computer and internet connection required
12. Good time management skills required

***- indicates most often expressed opinion

The most often expressed positive factor was the increased flexibility and convenience of online courses followed by the ability to learn at your own pace and the ability to access course content any time, any where. The most significant and often expressed negative factor was team work issues (coordination, communication, cooperation). Since this was a project management
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course it is not surprising that this was an important factor. Two other often mentioned were: less ability to learn from other class members (less effective class discussions) and general communication problems (more difficult to know what is expected). Some students also expressed the view that the online course gave them less exposure and less of an opportunity to learn from the professor’s personal professional experience.

CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS, AND FUTURE WORKS

Overall students seem to like the increased flexibility of online courses but they do think they are losing something important because of the lack of face to face interaction with the professor and other students. Some students have suggested that the quality of online courses can be improved by structuring the course to use communication technology to support audio/video teleconferencing (Horton, 2000).

The opinions of the instructor who taught the project management course both online and as a traditional in-class course in the spring of 2007 were similar to those of the students. By far the most difficult issue was the team work. Students have a hard time working as a team even when face to face meetings are possible. Adding the requirement for “virtual teams” significantly complicated the class. Many of the teams had a hard time cooperating, communicating and coordinating their work. One of the teams had so much conflict that two of the team members dropped the class (the online course had about a 20% drop rate where a more typical number for graduate classes at this institution is 5%). In hindsight a serious mistake made by the instructor in teaching the online class was to assume that the methods used in-class to form the teams and get them to work together would work online.

In retrospect, to expect students to automatically know how to work in virtual teams was an unreasonable expectation. Individuals who have experience working in face to face teams still have problems when they switch to a virtual environment. In developing a project management course an important component must be to help the students form and work together in virtual teams.

An attempt was made in the fall 2007 course to use the WebCT “Live Classroom” functionality which allows instructors to add interactive lectures to their courses. Full audio, video and chat capabilities, as well as power point presentations and a whiteboard tool all create a "classroom" feel to any online course. However in the fall of 2007 the video component was not working and the quality and reliability of the audio was not acceptable. Three attempts at holding a live classroom meeting and team presentations failed. Not all of the students attended, many who signed on could not be heard and many could not hear the instructor.

A fall back plan, having the teams prepare audio Power Point presentations which were uploaded to WebCT and made available to all students worked quite well. One problem with this approach was the very large size of the audio files. Another lesson learned from this experience was that any attempt at conferencing (chat, discussion groups, audio and or video) should be limited to small groups (4-6 members). Trying to conference or use the WebCT discussion feature with a class size of 25 does not work.

A question often asked is whether it is easier to prepare and teach an online course compared with a traditional class. The experience from this one example of teaching project management online is, at This paper suggests a need for the development of a framework to successfully offer an effective graduate Project Management course and has offered some components to be used in this framework. Some preliminary least in the course preparation phase, online is much harder. At a minimum the amount of time spent in the fall with the online course was at least 150% of the time spent on the traditional in-class course.

results and conclusions are:

Students want the added flexibility of taking classes online, especially in graduate programs. Student experiences with online courses have basically been positive.

Project Management presents a special set of problems for an effective online course because of the need to teach skills related to communications, dialogue, critical thinking, interpersonal skills, team building and team work.

Teaching strategies for an online project management course should incorporate a modular approach to content delivery along with the following:

Online audio clips, audio Power Point, online conferences (audio and /or video). The course should not be completely asynchronous

Online video clips, tutorials

Mentoring in Chat / E-mail / Threaded discussion among students, and between students and instructors and tutors.
Case studies, simulations, computer-based activities, hands-on activities, realistic team projects and online team presentations.

Instructor's lectures in notes, syllabus, Power Point slides, Word or PDF document format; articles, web resources, textbook

A component that teaches students how to form and effectively work in a virtual team environment.

The results of this study are limited by the small sample size and single data collection event. The students surveyed were graduate students so the results of this research may not apply to undergraduate students since there are qualitative differences between the two types of students including maturity. The survey of graduate students was conducted only one semester in a single class at this institution therefore the sample size was small. There is some agreement with other research in the area of online courses and the results of this study which lends it some validity. More research is needed to complete this framework and identify its components. More students and faculty members with experience teaching online courses need to be surveyed to learn more about the issues to be addressed and the components to be added to the framework. In addition, the experience captured is of only one faculty member teaching the graduate project management course online only once. The future plan includes conducting a more extensive survey over multiple semesters to increase the sample size, and get inputs of many more faculty members teaching online. The survey will also be conducted at other institutions.
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APPENDIX A
WebCT VISTA
A brief introduction to WebCT VISTA web based, course management software can be found at the company’s web site http://www.webct.com/service/ViewContent?contentID =9102515.